What sort of unique benefits does NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital offer downtown Manhattan in the category of Breast Cancer?

What are some of the newest treatment breakthroughs that you offer at the hospital?

Is breast cancer hereditary?

What routine checkup should I have and when is it necessary in my 20’s 30’s 40’s 50’s and so on? Is there an age when we are safe?

Am I a candidate if I choose HRT? Many are told that if breast cancer does not run in your family then you are less likely to get breast cancer from HRT?

With today’s advancements where are we with preventative care and surgery or alternative methods?

Does breast feeding have any effect on breast cancer, lessen or more prone to get it?

What is the newest report on implants, breast augmentation and breast cancer?

What should I expect from the time I’m told that there is something on my x-ray?

Where do you hope to see the future procedures and or treatment of breast cancer?

Can we rid this world from this horrible decease and how can one person help?

Why did you choose this field and when did you decide that you wanted to become an MD?